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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the interaction of twin oblique turbulent slot-jets of different directions (divergent, 

convergent or parallel) impinging a heated wall. A comparison of the results is done between the cases of 

perpendicular jets and three cases of twinned jets (parallel, convergent and divergent).The twin slot jets are 

located on a confining adiabatic wall at a distance of 8 slot jet width. Convective heat is investigated 

numerically examining the effect of Reynolds number (Re) and jet inclination angle ().  This problem is 

relevant to a wide range of practical applications including nuclear engineering devices, manufacturing, 

material processing, electronic cooling, drying paper or textile, tempering of glass, etc. The numerical 

investigation is performed using two dimensional large eddy simulations (LES) approach with 

Smagorinsky sub-grid scale (SGS) models. The results show the presence of a complex flow resulting from 

the interaction of the two jets. When the impingement angle is reduced from 0° (perpendicular impingement) 

to 60°, the position of the stagnation points are modified and therefore the peaks of the Nusselt number 

locations on the impingement surface and their magnitude, vary. For largest Reynolds number Nusselt 

number is enhanced for all types of inclination.  The averaged Nusselt number shows that the perpendicular 

impingement gives better heat transfer than that of the oblique jets. The poor heat transfer is obtained for the 

parallel oblique jets. For the same angle, divergent jets give smallest heat transfer than the convergent jets. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Cp pressure coefficient  

D distance between the jet exit to the wall 

H distance between the two jets  

K turbulent kinetic energy  

L wall length 

Nu Nusselt number 

Pr Prandlt number 

Re Reynolds number 

T mean temperature 

U mean velocity in x-axis direction 

V mean velocity in y-axis direction 

xi point coordinate 

XMP merging point location 

XCP combining point location 

w nozzle thickness 

 

ε dissipation rate of turbulent energy

 viscosity kinematic

t eddy viscosity

 fluid density 

Indices 

1 first jet 

2 second jet 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Since more than half a century, impinging jet heat 

transfer has been investigated in many studies. They 

can be easily introduced into industrial devices and 

often generate local improvements in heat and mass 

transfer. Turbulent impinging jets is a very effective 

techniques to enhance heat exchange that may be 

required in several applications include material 

processing, electronic cooling, drying paper or 

textiles, tempering of glass, drying of paper and 

textiles, annealing of nonferrous metal sheets, and 

cooling of microelectronic components. Etc... A 

number of comprehensive reviews of single jet 

impingement are available in the literature review 

of Livingood and Hrycak (1973), Martin, H. (1977), 

Zuckerman and Lior (2005 and 2006) as well as 

Shukla and Dewan (2017). Relevant studies have 

been conducted numerically by many researchers  

of single impingement jet and have obtained a good 
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agreement with experiment data as Wolfshtein 

(1970), Looney and Walsh (1984), Craft et al. 

(1993), Craft et al. (1993),  Cooper et al. (1993) , 

Baydar and Ozmen (2005), cho et al. (2011), 
Draksler and Končar (2011), Benmouhoub and 

Mataoui (2013). It have been shown in the literature 

that the using of multijets impinging on a hot wall 

give better heat transfer over the target wall than 

single jet (Rathee et al. 2015)). An active control 

system using multijets with the ability to adapt 

time-varying flow fields has been developed by 

Hasegawa and Kumagai (2008). They found that of 

the present study are summarized as follows: the 

multijets may suppress the flow separation for flow 

fields. Saad et al. (1992), Seyedein et al. (1995), 

Rady and Arquis (2006), examined the heat transfer 

enhancement of multiple impinging slot jets. 

Buchlin (2011) found that in nozzle array systems 

the impinging distance and the nozzle- to-nozzle 

spacing control the jet-to-jet interaction. Koched et 

al. (2011), examined Vortex Structure in the Wall 

Region of an Impinging slot Jet. Twin jet flow field 

is characterized by three distinct regions, namely 

converging region, merging region and combined 

region.  For twin slot jets impinging perpendicularly 

on a flat plate, different types of interactions are 

defined when the wall is located before, within and 

after the merging region. An improvement in heat 

transfer is generated by the interaction of the jets 

with each other before the impingement. The 

increase of turbulence kinetic energy occurs for 

high gradient velocity. The analysis reveals that the 

average Nusselt number increases considerably with 

the jet exit Reynolds number.  Most previous 

studies have been devoted to the problems of 

perpendicular interactions of single or multiple jets 

with a solid wall. The inclination of twin jets is used 

in some engineering applications to control the 

location of the maximum heat transfer coefficient. 

Oblique jets impinging a solid wall were also topic 

of several researchers since they may play an 

important role in the expansion or reduction of the 

heat transfer area. A number of numerical and 

experimental studies were investigated for inclined 

circular jet impingement since these last decades 

(Sparrow and Lovell (1980), Goldstein and 

Franchett (1988), Beitelmal et al. (2000), Tong 

(2003), Oztop et al. (2011), Parida et al. (2011) and 

Kito (2012)). They concluded that the location of 

stagnation point and maximum heat transfer depend 

on the inclination angle of the jet and it plays an 

important role for higher Reynolds number. 

However, heat transfers by inclined slot jets 

impinging a surface have received a small interest 

compared to perpendicular impingement. The 

inclination of the slot jets which impinge a heated 

wall may also control heat transfer improvement. 

Twin inclined jet flow field is also characterized by 

three distinct regions: converging, merging and 

combined regions. This configuration is 

qualitatively similar to that produced by twin 

perpendicular jets (Wang, H et al. (2016)). The 

resulting flow diffusion effect may prevent a 

targeted region to work continuously at high 

temperature. This cooling knowledge is predictable 

to involve main practical implications in controlled 

space and large area electronic cooling. 

Furthermore, heat-transfer enhancement may be 

improved by jets inclination (). Patel and Roy 

(2002) have studied numerically the effect of 

Reynolds number (Re) and jet inclination on the 

local and average heat transfer (Nu) and suggested 

some correlations for twin rectangular jets 

impinging an inclined surface.  

The present study is the extension of previous 

works by RANS first and second order turbulence 

modelling (Bentarzi et al. 2009 , Nouali and 

Mataoui (2014) and Bentarzi et al. 2014), to 

inclined impinging jets. Four interactions 

(perpendicular, divergent, convergent and parallel) 

of the two jets impinging a hot wall are studied in 

order to find the configuration that would give the 

best heat transfer rate. The schematic descriptions 

of these configurations are summarized in Fig. (1).  
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Fig. 1. Twin-jets flow configuration (a) 

Perpendicular (b) Divergent (c) Parallel (d) 

Convergent. 
 

The jets are isothermal fully developed turbulent at 

the exit of the nozzles and the plate is heated 

uniformly. All the geometric lengths are normalized 

by the thickness of the slot, w, which for two 

dimensional configurations with infinite span is half 

the jet hydraulic diameter.  The separation distance 

between the nozzles and the target plate is H and 
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the distance of separation between the inner edges 

of the twin slot jets is D. The large eddy simulation 

is used for the computations. This configuration has 

been involved in several works for its interesting 

applications in heat transfer phenomena.  

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Governing Equations 

The flow is considered fully turbulent of Newtonian 

and incompressible fluid with constant thermo 

physical properties. The averaged equations in 

Cartesian coordinates are deduced from the mass, 

momentum and energy balance coupled with the 

equations of the turbulent quantities as follows: 

Mass conservation equation:         

0
Ui

xi





                                                             

(1) 

Momentum conservation equation:  

U U UPi i iU u uj i j
t x x x xj i j j

    
     
     
 

  

                    

(2) 

Energy conservation equation:   

T T T
U ui i

x x p xri i it


  

   
 

   

 
 
                           

(3)

 

Where P, T and Ui are the mean pressure, 

temperature and velocity components respectively. 

Here θ and ui are the temperature and velocity 

components fluctuations, respectively and xi is the 

space coordinates. The fluid properties ρ, μ and Pr 

are respectively the density, the dynamic viscosity 

and the Prandtl number. In this paper, the closure of 

the equations is achieved using large eddy 

dissipation model (LES). 

LES approach is a time-dependant simulation 

technique which aims at properly resolving large 

coherent and anisotropic structures of the flow. 

The turbulent viscosity is estimated using the 

model of Smagorinsky (1964), and is supposed to 

be proportional to a subgrid characteristic length 

scale (Smagorinsky 1964). Navier-Stokes 

equations are filtered in space by using Large 

Eddy Dissipation turbulence model, which gives 

rise to subgrid scales (SGS) Reynolds stress 

needing modelling.   

The SGS model is coupled with the Boussinesq 

hypothesis to compute the subgrid stress ij defined 

as: 

2
2

3
ij kk ij t ijS                                              (4) 

Where 
t  is the SGS turbulent viscosity, 

kk the 

isotropic component of the SGS stress, and ijS  the 

rate of strain of the resolved scale which is given 

by: 
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In the Smagorinsky SGS approach [6], the eddy 

viscosity is modelled as: 

SLst

2                                                              (6) 

where Ls is the SGS mixing length and the strain 

rate magnitude S  is defined by: 

ijij SSS  2                                                 (7) 

while Ls is given by: 

min( , )s sL d C                                                  (8) 

In the above,   is Von Karman constant, d the 

distance to the nearest wall, Cs the Smagorinsky 

coefficient and  the local spatial scale, which in 

the Fluent implementation is taken to be the cell 

volume to the power one third in 3D (or to the 

power one half in 2D). In the classical Smagorinsky 

SGS model (Smagorinsky (1964)), Cs is taken to be 

a constant around 0.1. It has been shown however 

that assuming Cs to be a constant leads to excessive 

damping of large scale fluctuations. Hence, 

Germano (1991) and later Lilly (1992) have 

outlined a dynamic procedure based on multiple 

spatial filtering in order to deduce a local, more 

universal value for Cs. 

The filtered energy equation can be written by: 

 
SGS

P P P j

SGS
j SGS P

j

T T T
Ui x x xi i i

T

x

C C C q
t

q C

 
   

 
   





 
  
 

 

                 (9) 

SGS
jq is the sub-grid scale heat flux, which is 

modelled by a standard gradient diffusion model 

2.2  Numerical Procedure 

The numerical predictions based on finite volume 

method are performed by ANSYS FLUENT 14.0 

CFD code. The discretization of each transport 

equation is done on collocated meshes. The 

algorithm SIMPLE (Patankar, 1981) is used for 

pressure-velocity coupling. A bounded central 

differencing was achieved for spatial 

discretization and the second order implicit 

scheme is used for temporal integration.  For 

each calculation, the time step is chosen so that 

the courant number is less or equal to 1 in the 

whole calculation domain. The solution is 

considered converged when the normalized 

residual of each variable is less than 10-9. 

Boundary conditions for this flow configuration 

include the inflow (inlet), solid wall and outlet as 

shown in Fig. 1.  

- At each jet exit, constant parameters are imposed. 

Velocity components depend on the interaction 

type, as follows: 
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Perpendicular interaction: U1= U2= +U0 and V1= 

V2= 0  

Convergent interaction:  U1= U2= +U0 Cos() and 

V1= -U0 Sin() , V2= +U0 Sin()           

 Divergent interaction: U1= U2= +U0 Cos() and 

V1= +U0 Sin() , V2= -U0 Sin()            

Parallel interaction: U1= U2= +U0 Cos() and V1= 

+U0 Sin() , V2= +U0 Sin() 

Both jets are at ambient temperature T0 

For each jet turbulent intensity I0 is of 2% and their 

dissipation rate is deduced from the macro-scale of 

turbulence corresponding to jet thickness; which is 

defined in terms of k , ε and the modeling 

constant
3

4c (C=0/09) (Launder and  Spalding 

(1972)) as follows :  

   

3
2

0 0

23 ( )
, 0.02

2 0.03

k
k U I and C I

w


 

- At the outlet, the static pressure and temperature 

are kept respectively at atmospheric pressure and 

ambient temperature. The relative static pressure 

at these boundaries was set to zero; assumed as 

reference of atmospheric value. The free 

boundaries are far from the flow interaction in 

order to avoid their influences on the numerical 

solution. 

- All the walls of the configuration are 

impermeable. At solid walls: the no-slip boundary 

condition is applied; where all dynamical variables 

are set to zero. For temperature, the impinging wall 

is heated at constant temperature Tw >T0 and the 

confining walls are adiabatic. 

A two dimensional structural non uniform grid has 

been generated. A sufficiently fine grid is generated 

near the jet and the wall where a very high gradient 

of each variable prevails. Large Eddy Dissipation 

model requires a fine grid size perpendicular to the 

wall, thus, the boundary layer near the surface was 

kept in order of x+< 1. 

A systematic grid independence tests are performed 

to obtain the required mesh resolution. The 

distribution of the local Nusselt number and 

pressure coefficient along the impingement wall for 

different grids refinement is shown in Fig. 2 for a 

perpendicular twin-jet configuration at Re 50000. 

This figure confirms that there are no significant 

variations for local Nussel number Nu and pressure 

coefficient for refinements beyond 42300 cells. 

Thus, this grid is used for all calculations of all 

configurations (perpendicular, divergent, 

convergent and parallel interactions), since the size 

of the computational domain has not been modified 

(H = 8w and D = 20w). 

For the validation, we do not find experimental 

results for the case of a twin jet impinging a solid 

wall, for this we have validated this numerical 

method and turbulence model with the experimental 

results of single jet (Fig. 3). A good agreement is 

obtained with experimental data of Gardon and 

Akfirat (1966) for the case of D/W=8 and 

Re=11000 (Fig. 3). 
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Fig. 2. Typical grid test (Re=50000, =0) (a) 

Pressure coefficient (b) Local Nusselt number. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Validation of Numerical Procedure 

(D/w=8 and Re=11000). 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The present work investigated numerically the 

flow structure and heat transfer characteristics of 

twin slot inclined jet impinging an isothermal hot 

wall. Both velocity and temperature fields are 

calculated. Both jets are inclined in different 

directions in order de find the best heat transfer. 

Four configurations are checked: Perpendicular, 

Convergent, Parallel and Divergent (Fig. 1). The 

impinging distance D and the distance between 

the jets are respectively set at 8w and 20w, and 

the parameters of the problem which have been 

examined are: the Reynolds number (Re, on the 

basis of the thickness of the nozzle between 

11000 and 50000) and the inclination of the jets 

which has been varied from 0° to 60° for all 
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interactions types (Perpendicular, Convergent, 

Divergent and Parallel). 

3.1   Flow Structure 

Further computations are done by varying the 

impingement angle; they show that the flow field 

is characterized by the formation of multiple 

recirculation bubbles in the domain for each type 

of interaction. The jets impinge the target hot 

surface and exit toward each outlet of the domain. 

Several eddies are formed between the two walls. 

The size and the shape of each eddy are related to 

the type of interaction. The flow structure is 

examined for the case 11000Re50000, D/w=8, 

H/w=20 and 0/6 for oblique jets. For more 

clarity the streamlines contours are illustrated for 

each interaction type in Fig. 4 (a, b, c and d) for 

Re=50000 and α=/6. Convergent, perpendicular 

and divergent interactions are symmetrical and 

characterized by several eddies. The size of the 

two main eddies between the two jets depend on 

the type of interaction. The largest eddies are 

obtained for divergent interaction, this results 

have been confirmed by Sharif et al. (2015). 

However, these eddies are compressed for the 

convergent interaction in comparison of the case 

of perpendicular interaction. On the other hand, 

the parallel interaction is asymmetric. So, we can 

confirm that the perpendicular velocity 

component V can control the size of vortices, thus 

the location of the stagnation points. The 

corresponding isobars computed through mean 

static pressure. Perpendicular interaction is 

characterized by four areas of negative pressure of 

significant magnitude. The other interactions are 

characterized by two main negative area of great 

magnitude by Coanda effect. This fact may be 

explained by the effect of the normal velocity of 

all oblique interactions. Along the impinging 

wall, there are three areas of positive pressure, for 

all interactions. 
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Fig. 4. Streamlines contours Re=50000, H/w=20, 

D/w=8 and =/6 for oblique jet (a)  

Perpendicular, (b) Convergent, (c) Divergent 

and (d) Parallel. 

 

3.2   Pressure Coefficient 

For each type of interaction, Figs. 5 and 6 depict 

a comparison of the static pressure distribution 

along the hot wall for several inclination and 

different Reynolds number. We notice that the 

pressure coefficients exhibit the same shape for 

each Reynolds number. These figures highlight 

that two sub atmospheric regions on the 

impingement plate. All curves have a 

symmetrical shape for perpendicular, convergent 

and divergent jets interactions, and asymmetric 

shape for parallel interaction. The maximum 

corresponds to the location of the stagnation 

point and depends on inclination angle and the 

type of interaction. Beyond that, the pressure 

coefficient decreases on both sides of each jet. 

Two behaviors are observed depending on 

inclination ranges. For each interaction type, the 

locations of the stagnation points are affected 

significantly by the inclination of the jets. For 0≤ 

 ≤ /4 symmetrical interactions (perpendicular, 

convergent or divergent), Reynolds number has a 

minor effect on the pressure coefficient, whereas 

it modifies considerably the trend of the cp 

profile for parallel interaction (Fig. 5). Figure 6 

shows that for  /4, the Reynolds number has 

a minor effect on the pressure coefficient for 

convergent or divergent deflection. However, this 

figure depicts a negative (close to zero) value of 

Cp for parallel interaction. The higher values of 

Cp are reached for convergent interaction and the 

smallest values are obtained for parallel 

interaction for large Reynolds number. For each 

interaction, the pressure coefficient depends on 

the inclination and Reynolds number. The 

maximum values of pressure coefficient locations 

depend on inclination angles and interaction type 

due to the variation of the velocity components 

versus inclination of the jets for a given Reynolds 

number. 

At the open boundary (exit), the atmospheric 

pressure is attained (Cp=0.0). In addition, for all 

cases, the minimum or maximum values correspond 

to the center eddies location.  

3.3   Thermal Field 

For Re=50000, the Fig. 7 shows the isotherms of 

each interaction type. For all cases, the isotherms 

closely follow the streamlines patterns and well-

match with the flow field showing hot area near the 

impingement surface and development of thin 

thermal boundary layer. The maximum values 

reached near the wall at the stagnation points 

matching with the separation points of two contra-

rotating eddies. The profiles are asymmetric for 

Parallel interaction. 

3.4   Distribution of Nusselt Number 

In order to evaluate the heat transfer characteristics 

of the coupled impingement cooling processes, the 

distribution of the local Nusselt number on the 

impingement surface is computed for all 

configurations. The local Nusselt number 

distribution over the impingement wall is defined as 
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(Eq. (16)) 

( )
w o wall

w T
Nu y

T T x

   
   

   

                           (16) 

Effect of interaction type, inclination angle and Re 

are illustrated in Fig. 8. This figure confirms that 

the best distribution of local Nusselt number is 

obtained for the perpendicular interaction. The 

global convection process mainly depends on 

several parameters such as the jet exit Reynolds 

number and inclination angle of the oblique jet 

impingement.  
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For parallel interaction the two jets are completely 

deviated for /4, and practically does not reach 

the wall and its streamlines become progressively 

parallel to the wall. The flow is driven by a larger 

vertical velocity than that of perpendicular velocity.  

In all cases, the maximum values of the Nusselt 

numbers are reached at the points where the value 

of Cp is zero and the minimum values of Nu occur 

at CP maximum value point. 

The average Nusselt number is deduced from the 

following equation (Eq. (17)) 

2

2

1
( )

L

L

Nu Nu y dy
L


 
                                           (17) 

Figure 9 shows the average Nusselt number 
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evolution according Reynolds number for different 

angles. It may be concluded that:  
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Fig. 8. Local Nusselt number along the heated 

wall. Effect of interaction type , inclination angle 

and Re , H/w=20, D/w=8. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 9. Average Nusselt number along the heated 

wall for each interaction type, inclination angle 

and Reynolds number. 
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1- </4, the best heat transfer is obtained for 

perpendicular interaction and the lower heat transfer 

is obtained for parallel interaction. The heat transfer 

of divergent interaction is better than that of 

convergent interaction  

2- =/4, the best heat transfer is obtained for 

convergent interaction and the poorer heat transfer 

is obtained for parallel interaction. The heat transfer 

of divergent interaction exceeds that of convergent 

interaction 

3- /4, the best heat transfer is obtained for 

perpendicular interaction and heat transfer of both 

convergent and divergent interaction is equivalent. 

The poorer heat transfer is obtained for parallel 

interaction  

CONCLUSION 

Analysis of the behavior of twin inclined jet impinging 

on a hot plate is performed in this paper. The location 

of stagnation point and maximum heat transfer depend 

on the inclination angle of the jet and it plays an 

important role for higher Reynolds number. 

The skewed profiles of local heat transfer have been 

highlighted for jets Reynolds number in the range 

17666 to 50000 and different orientations and 

inclinations of the jets (from normal 0° to /3). The 

substantial variation of stagnation characteristic 

plays an important role in heat transfer. For 0≤  ≤ 

/4 symmetrical interactions (perpendicular, 

convergent or divergent), Reynolds number has a 

small effect on pressure coefficient, compared to 

parallel interaction. For parallel asymmetric 

interaction and  /4, pressure coefficient is 

smaller than that of symmetrical interaction. The 

greatest values of Cp are obtained for convergent 

interaction and the least values for parallel 

interaction for large Reynolds number. For each 

interaction, the pressure coefficient depends on 

inclination and Reynolds number. The stagnation 

point's locations depend on inclination angles and 

interaction type induced by the variation of the 

velocity components versus inclination of the jets for 

a given Reynolds Number. The variation of local and 

average Nusselt number with Jet inclination, jet 

orientation and jet Reynolds are examined. The 

increase of Reynolds number induces an 

enhancement of heat transfer for each case. The 

average Nusselt number along the heated wall 

confirms that for the poorer heat transfer is obtained 

for all parallel interaction and the best heat transfer is 

obtained for perpendicular interaction excepting the 

case of =/4 for which the diverging interaction is 

higher. For all case, heat transfer of diverging 

interaction exceeds that of converging interaction. As 

perspective, we will examine the horizontal 

movement of the fluid due to the inclination of the 

jets, which directly influences the displacement of 

the stagnation points and the associated heat transfer. 
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